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Experienced instructors
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Get your drivers license quick and easy! 
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Taste the freedom!
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Clear training plan

Every Tuesday night a theoretical course
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Welcome to Bax Opleidingen. We can provide you with a tailor-
made driving course, crash course or individual lessons. In 
this information folder you will find an explanation about the 
training options, but of course you always start with the theory.
  

THEORETICAL PART
Passing your theory may not be the most fun part, but it is 
very important! Did you know that if you haven’t passed your 
theory, you aren’t allowed to take the interim test and exam? 
Fortunately, Bax Opleidingen offers plenty of opportunities to 
pass your theory as quickly as possible.

A success guarantee applies to our evening course. This means 
that if you fail, you can come as often as you want until you pass.

2TODRIVE, DRIVING LESSONS FROM THE AGE OF 16½
Having a drivers license with the age of 17 years is possible, but 
according to a number of rules. You can take the theory exam 
from the age of 16 and driving lessons from the age of 16½. If 
you are 17 years old, you can take a practical exam. When you 
have obtained your drivers license, you can go on the road 
together with a ‘coach’ until you are 18 years old. You can drive 
independently from the age of 18. 
 
The coach coaches where necessary. The coach is not a driving 
instructor, he/she does not teach you and does not perform 
any driver actions him/herself. Due to less experience, it can be 
difficult for novice drivers to estimate certain traffic situations. 
The coach is there to help you in these kinds of situations. For 
more information, visit www.2todrive.nl

PRACTICAL PART
At Bax Opleidingen you can organize your practical lessons in 
all kinds of ways. The instructor will pick you up at home, or if 
you live outside the region at a fixed pick-up point. The results 
of your driving lessons are tracked in your own student tracking 
program, which can be seen in your personal driving lesson app. 
Do you want to pass quickly or do you prefer to take it easy? 
And do you want one or more instructors? Or do you just want 
a driving lesson first and decide further afterwards? Almost 
anything is possible.

PACKAGES
It’s not just about getting your drivers license as soon as 
possible. No, even with a package we guide you to the ultimate 
goal of ‘getting your drivers license’ and we aim to make you a 
complete, confident and safe road user. 

BASIC PACKAGE
For a smooth start, we have put together a package that you 
can use right away; 25 driving lessons and a practical exam. At 
the 5th driving lesson, your instructor will discuss your progress 
and advise you how many driving lessons you need to be well 
prepared for the practical exam. The average number of driving 
lessons a student needs is around 40 – 45 lessons. So further 
driving lessons will be added to this package, only the number is 
not the same for everyone. That is why we have created packages 
so that you can immediately continue planning for your practical 
exam.

“VEILIG OP PAD” PACKAGE  
This special package contains a complete driver training. Because 
everyone is different, the number of driving lessons in this 
package will not be enough for some. Your instructor will discuss 
this during the evaluation lesson and advise additional driving 
lessons if necessary. 
 

Internet course: Via a link you can log in with a personal 
code and learn your theory whenever and wherever it suits 
you. 
 
Evening course: Take an evening class every week with one 
of our experienced teachers. We give theory lessons every 
Tuesday evening. During the course, we practice with the 
theory and make several practice exams. 



‘‘MET SPOED OP PAD’’ PACKAGE
If you prefer to do your training in 2 weeks, we have put together 
an urgent package for you. 
This package includes 41 teaching hours, an interim test and a 
practical exam. All driving lessons are planned in one go, within 2 
weeks, the interim test and the practical exam are immediately 
requested and reserved at the CBR. With this package you must 
be in possession of the theory, otherwise you are not allowed to 
drive the interim test and the exam. 

INTERIM TEST
To be even more confident, you can add an interim test (TTT) 
to your package, or separate driving lessons. The TTT is a mock 
exam and is judged by an examiner from the CBR. It is just like a 
real exam, but the candidate cannot pass or fail! However, a one-
off exemption can be obtained for one of the special operations 
for the first practical exam. Many people find this useful and it 
shows that, when a student has done an interim test, the chance 
to pass at the real exam is 20% higher!

DRIVING APP
If you have registered for the driving course, you can download 
your personal driving lesson app. In this app you can track all 
your data and you can see everything related to your education, 
such as all your planned driving lessons and exams, progress and 
financial status (invoices and payments).

TERMS OF PAYMENT

N.B. Each training must always be fully paid before the (re)
examination date, otherwise the (re)exam cannot be taken. 
However, the financial obligation remains in effect.

31 practical lessons (60 minutes)
Interim test (TTT)
1st practical exam
Slip course
1 free practical exam (=exam garantee*)

“VEILIG OP PAD” PACKAGE:

The packages are invoiced in 2 or 3 monthly instalments: 
Follow-up lessons outside the package will be invoiced after 
they are scheduled. 
For the ‘Quick on the Road’ package, the full invoice must be 
paid within 14 days, but no later than before the start of the 
training. 
For individual lessons, you can pay per lesson in cash, per pin 
or per number of invoiced driving lessons via bank / giro.

*Exam guarantee will be provided when all driving lessons have 
been taken, during the day from Monday to Friday  
and the TTT has also been taken by CBR.

EXAM REQUESTS
Before we can request and reserve a practical exam for you, you 
have to arrange a few things yourself in connection with the law 
on privacy: 
 
1. authorize the driving school; 
2. submit a health declaration

1. Authorization:
To be able to plan an interim test and a practical exam, you must 
authorize us at the CBR. Authorization is done with your DigiD*. 
You go to the site: mijn.cbr.nl. Here you can log in with your DigiD 
code. To avoid unnecessary delays, we ask you to do this as soon 
as possible.

2. Declaration of health
If you want to take a practical exam, the CBR will assess whether 
you are mentally and physically able to drive. That is important 
for road safety. In order to assess your fitness to drive, the CBR 
will ask you a number of questions about your health. These 
questions can be found on the ‘Health statement’ form. You can 
fill this in online. You then pay the health certificate directly to 
the CBR. 
 
You can arrange the authorization and the health certificate at 
the same time via www.mijn.cbr.nl 
You can also go there for more information. 
 
* DigiD: If you do not yet have a DigiD, you can request one at 
www.digid.nl. You will receive the code at home within 5 working 
days.

REGISTER
Are you convinced and ready to put your first foot on the pedal? 
Call, email or come by. We would be very happy if we could 
accompany you on the road to your drivers license.

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?
Call us, send us an e-mail or stop by at our office! 
Tel. Headquarters Drunen (0416) 37 24 50   
Tel. Office Tilburg: (013) 469 11 19 
 E-mail: info@baxopleidingen.nl
Address Headquarters: Lipsstraat 52a, 5151 RP, Drunen
Address Office Tilburg: Wielevenweg 34, 5048 CL, Tilburg
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PRICELIST
THEORY TRAINING
Complete theoretical course (incl. books and exam fees)     €    210,00
Theoretical course (incl. exam)         €    154,00
Theoretical course          €    105,00
Theoretical course private lessons per hour       €    52,50
Book + online examtraining (15 hours)        €    75,00
Online examtraining (15 hours)         €    52,50
Book            €    27,50 
Theory exam           €    58,00
Theory exam (extra time)         €    70,50
Individual theory exam          €    116,00
Theory exam in other language (English)       €    64,00
Theory exam (weekend fee)         €    63,50

PRATICAL TRAINING
‘Basic’ Package           €    1.679,00 
- 25 practical lessons (60 minutes)
- 1st practical exam

‘Veilig op Pad’ Package             €    2.349,00
- 31 practical lessons (60 minutes)
- Interim test
- 1st practical exam
- Slip course
- 1 free practical exam (=exam garantee*)

‘Met Spoed op Pad’ Package         €    2.875,00 
- 41 practical lessons (60 minutes) (all lessons need to be finished within 2 weeks)
- 1st practical exam 
- Interim test

SEPARATE DRIVING PRODUCTS
Driving lesson per 60 minutes         €     59,00
Interim test           €     252,00
Practical exam           €     270,00
Anti slip course / safety training (when purchasing a driving education)    €     84,00
Anti slipcursus/ veiligheidstraining (external client)      €     105,00
BNOR-exam           €     311,50 
Performance anxiety exam         €     338,00 
Driving test           €     140,00
Switching, cancelling or urgent request of a practical exam     €     39,00
*Exam guarantee will be provided when all driving lessons have been taken, during the day from Monday to Friday  
and the TTT has also been taken by CBR


